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1 Introduction
The typewriter Package uses the OpenType Computer
Modern Unicode Typewriter font, together with a LuaTeX
virtual font setup that introduces random variability
in grey level and angle of each character. It was
originally an answer to a question on stackexchange,
http://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/344214/uselatex-to-simulate-old-typewriter-written-texts
______________________________________________________
Currently there are no options to the package,
However there are several parameters that control
the offsets and grey levels used to generate the
variation. Any of the following commands may be
defined before loading the package to change the
defaults shown below.

\providecommand\ttgreyone{0.6}
\providecommand\ttgreytwo{0.3}
\providecommand\ttrotatebold{12}
\providecommand\ttdownbold{20000}
\providecommand\ttrightbold{35000}
\providecommand\ttdownshifttwo{20000}
\providecommand\ttrotatenormal{8}
\providecommand\ttrightnormal{20000}
\providecommand\ttdownnormal{20000}
The grey levels should be between 0 and 1 and
control the maximim amount grey level.
_____________________
∗ https://github.com/davidcarlisle/dpctex/
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The rotate values can be any angle (measured
degrees), but setting values more than 20 makes the
text more or less unreadable.
The right and down offsets (which are in the font
design units) control the maximum horizontal and
vertical offsets of the overprinted characters
There is random variability in each letter as you
can see by repeating a letter repeatededly:
OOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNNNEEEEEEEEEE
TTTTTTTTTTTTwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwooooooooooooooooo

1 .1 Te xt
one two three
one two three
[some greek text θ]
a rule:

1 . 2 M at h
α2 =0 and bold α2 =0
more math x2 - cos θ
display math:
x2
( √1 y )
+

and
R

n
x=0

f(x)dx=m0 q(y)

and alignments:
A->B
Γ =>C

1 .3 Lists
1. red yellow blue green
2. black blue purple

• this
• that
• and the other
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1 .4 Tables

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
| one | two | three |
|
__α____|__β____|__γ______|

1 .5 Colo phon

typeset by egreg design services
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